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The dialectic of indigenous tradition and modern 
innovation is neither a new phenomenon, nor is it one which 
can easily be resolved. American democracy depends on the 
integration o-f the local and individualist^ with the general 
and the common. Shared values and tastes fcjjify the American 
status quo while the idiosynchratic is modified or gentrified 
for common consumption. In America where freedom of 
expression is celebrated, the issue of cultural expression in 
architecture has been met with ambivalence or has produced 
kitsch. Regional work is either too individualistic or 
too homogenised to constitute a genuine contribution to 
American architecture. A balance must be struck between the 
cultural richness of the country’s regional architectural 
expression and that of the perceived ideal. The U.S. has a 
very real, living indigenous architecture, that of the Native 
American. A rich opportunity exists for assimilation and 
reinterpretation to occurr as regional work confronts that of 
a universal or modern nature. Such interaction will result in 
renewed expression for America’s indigenous people while 
providing others with a basis for critical exploration. A 
critical framework would allow all to examine themselves and 
their relationship to the dominant society. 

The proposal to design a museum for the American 
Indian is intended to provide a hypothetical situation where 
these concerns may be pursued. Washington D.C. as the 
proposed site provides ample opportunity for such 
exploration. The city is a study in paradox, scale and 
ideology. The Mall has become a national symbol, a sacrosanct 
region where public institutions celebrate America’s 
achievements and unified diversity. The siting of the Museum 
of the American Indian on The Mall provides the appropriate 
context for this investigation. As The Mall’s institutions 
have additional significance in their celebration of American 
achievements and shared heritage the museum proposal must 
participate and contribute to the area’s national and 
ideological role. 
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A strange paradox continues to exist in the architectural expression 

of the United States. The U.S has been regarded as being central to the 

development of building technology and industry. However, industrial produc¬ 

tion and mechanization has served to recreate and repeat building types 

without regard to their original regions and contexts of origin. A language 

has emerged of both structure and style} a language which has resulted in 

a common aesthetic-- one which speaks of -< universal progress and prosperity. 

This aesthetic is visible in the language of modernism. 

American Democracy depends on the integration of the local and indi¬ 

vidualistic with the general and the common. Shared values and tastes fortify 

the American status quo while the idiosynchratic is modified or gentrified 

for common consumption. In a country where freedom of expression is celebrated, 

the issue of cultural expression in architecture has been met with ambivalence 

or has produced kitsch. Regional work is either too individualistic or too 

homogenized to constitute a genuine contribution to American architecture. 

A balance must be struck between the cultural richness of the country's 

regional architectural expression and that of the perceived ideal. The U.S, 

has a very real, living indigenous architecture, that of the Native American. 

A rich opportunity exists for assimilation and reinterpretation to occurr as 

regional work confronts that of a mi versai or modem nature. Such interac¬ 

tion will result in renewed expression for America's indigenous people, while 

providing others; with a basis for critical exploration. A critical 

framework would allow all to examine themselves and their relationship to 

the dominant society. 

The proposal to design a müseum for the American Indian is intended 

to provide a hypothetical situation where these concerns may be pursued. 

One need only consider the treatment of the Native Americas at the hands 

of the U.S. government to see the paradox inherent in the creation of such 

a national museum. The paradox revealed in a museum designed to celebrate 

the Native American is compounded by the proposed site— Washington D.C. . 



For many Americans, the District of Columbia for all of the allegiance and 

patriotism it prompts, also provokes feelings of cynicism, suspicion and 

disillusion with regard to the American political system. This ambivalence 
% 

is perhaps indicative of the general attitude harboured by Native Americans. 

In designing a museum for the Native American on the Mall in Washington,it 

is possible to illustrate how a project can reflect the increase of ethnic 

sensitivity on the part of Americans. More importantly with specific regard 

to Indians, how to exhibit and celebrate their cultures without relegating 

them -’to the past. To devote a museum to a people whose former might hàs 

been so diminished is to risk consigning them to prè-European American history 

Finally, how might such a project resolve the former ethnocentric expansion¬ 

ist attitudes of the U.S. government with the recognition of wrongs committed 

without being glib and irreverent. 

Washington as a site provides ample^ opportunity for such exploration. 

the city is a study in paradox, scale and ideology. The Mall has become a 

national symbol, a sacrosanct region where public institutions celebrate 

America's achievements and unified diversity. Monuments honoring those 

Americans who made innumerable sacrifices engage other memorials and 

museums celebrating the Nation's life and vitality to create a complex 

organisation of monumental scale interspersed with political and public icons. 

The siting of the Museum of the American Indian on the Mall is both 

appropriate and long overdue. As the Mall's institutions have additional 

significance in their celebration of American achievements and shared heritage 

the museum proposal must participate and contribute to the area's national 

and ideological role. By placing the museum in such a context, it will also 

be required to address the immediate physical environment as well as 

maintain its autonomy as a significant place— a destiation rather than 

a diversion. With these issues in mind I propose to design a museum for 

the American Indian for my thesis. 
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The Heye Collection of American Indian Art contains one of the most 

extensive holdings of Native American artifacts in the world. An enormous number 

of tribes are represented including those from South America and Alaska. The vast 

size of the collection is rivalled only by the number of regions and people it 

represents. As a scholarly institution the Heye is an anthropological treasure 

trove. The collection enables a scholar to compare an artifact with dozens of similar 

works thus providing a far greater understanding of cultural nuances and artistic 

techniques. In terms of the collection's richness, it outstrips revered institutions 

such as the Museum of Natural History in New York which for example boasts of having 

approximately sixty Native American hide robes— the Heye Collection contains over 

700. Unlike the Museum of Natural History, the Museum of the American Indian receives 

scant support from government and ^private sources. The history of the Heye Foundation 

f 

consists of a series of financial and political debacles and has suffered from the 

public’s lack of knowledge about its existance. 

Currently this great collection is crammed into a four story building in 

upper Manhattan where only 10,500 artifacts out of a total of one million occupy 

a meager 15,000 square feet of exhibition space. The rest of the pieces -• remain 

warehoused at a location a few miles away from the museum. The Collection' library 
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with 40,000 volumes occupies yet another location in. the Bronx. The present exhibition 

spaces and displays are hopelessly antiquated. The building's brown linoleum and 

tiles are vestiges of the 1940s when they were most likely installed. Despite the 

inadequate exhibition and storage facilities, the Heye collection has remained 

very well preserved due to the curators' policy of safe handling established by 

the Collection's founder. The Collection was established by George G. Heye an 

engineer with Standard Oil, and consists of artifacts which he gathered in his life¬ 

time. The Collection began slowly, piece by piece, until Heye began buying enormous 

quantities of material as a "boxcar collector". Heye's’ collecting mania eventually 

expanded into expeditions into Ecuador, Mexico, the West indies, the Amazon and 

Central America*in pursuit of additional native work. 

Heye remained in charge of his collection until his death in 1957 and 

never . viewed .it as a museum although it officially opened to the public in 1922. 

The museum was open only three hours a day due to. Heye's disinterest in the public 

which he regarded as ignorant. In addition Heye would never have felt that the 

2 
museum could ever serve Native American cultural interests , Nevertheless the 

Heye Collection is too valuable a resource to continue languishing in a state 

of near dereliction, plagued by chronic financial and staffing shortages. There 

can be no question that the Heye Collection needs new facilities, dhe New York 

Times' admonition of over a decade ago is still applicable today. "Relocated, 
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properly housed and displayed, staffed as it should he and equipped with a full 

scale educational progxqm, the Museum of the American Indian could he one of the 

most popular places in town. It's all there waiting to he used. But if what needs 

to he done is not done, one of the world's greatest study collections will go to 

rot; and there will he one more lasting hlot on the white man's record in his 

dealings with the people who were there before him". It is with this in 

mind that this thesis project will he designed to house the Héye Collection of 

American Indian Art. 

NOTES 

*William Grimes,"The Indian Museum's Last Stand", The New York Times 
Magazine, Nov. 22,1988,p. 69» 

2 
Grimes, p. 69. 

^John Russell, "The Sad Decay of the Museum of the American Indian", 
The New York Times, Sept l,197^,p.l7. 

r 



"Architecture through its political content can 

influence the course of events and at the same 

time, determine historical attitudes that obscure 

the alternate paths that history might have taken.*' 

— Richard Stapleford 

"In its predicament, the museum reflects the plight 

of the American Indian people themselves: ignored 

by the general population, chronically impoverished, 

anxious about the future, at the mercy of government 

policy, yet capable of greatness.” 

— William Grimes 

"Don't start from the good old things, but the bad 

new ones." 

-- Bertolt Brecht 
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The governmental policy of the United States has resulted in a 

less than 'cordial' relationship between Native American culture and 

that of the dominant society. This mutual hostility coupled with the 

government's intolerant past record has resulted in generalizations, 

loss of Native American pride and'the proliferation of damaging stereo¬ 

types. Public ignorance has been compounded by a well developed 

national guilt complex. Despite this paralytic condition, it remains 

that the richness of any portion of society is an asset to entire 

society; such is the case with American Indian art. The proposal of 

a museum raises fundamental concerns which must be addressed in the 

design. Native American tradition holds that Indian people emerged 

from the earth and that their existence must be in constant harmony 

with it. This belief is evident in the art and customs of "the 

People"1. A reconciliation between the industrialized bias of the 

dominant society and the tradition of the Native American should inform 

the architecture of the museum. This delicate balance while difficult, 

is not impossible to achieve. Successful examples may be seen in 

recent architectural history where cultural identity has prompted 

singularly appropriate designs. In each case the architect must reassess 

preconceptions concerning the appropriate image of 'progress'. 

The fusion of an authentic culture and modern civilization may 

be seen in the architecture of Le Corbusier in India. In this example 

the regional adaptation of foreign influences is provided by an out¬ 

sider. Is it possible that an architect of a different culture provide 

meaning to indigenous work? At Ahmedabad, Le Corbusier demonstrated 

how.modern architecture could in fact express the city's aspirations . 

and vitality by allowing the spirit of India's own architectural 
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tradition to inform the design. In India Le Corbusier was confronted 

with two clashing philosophies concerning the indigenous culture and 

modernity. Prime Minister Nehru strongly advocated technological 

advances and sought to develop India’s industrial sectors. Ghandi 

meanwhile favored the cultivation of agriculture and cottage industry. 

With such polarized views at odds it seems logical that an outsider 

be called upon to create a built manifestation of a culture's progress 

and heritage. 

Le Corbusier was well aware of his mediating role in India. As 

he took advantage of opportunities provided by the opposed philosophies 

Corb wrote, "Life has placed me in the position of an observer, giving 

me incomparable and exceptional means of judgement. I believe that 

this order of thought, is not available to political leaders and that 

they live _in the problem and hence do not see it"^. The architect as 

his Indian sketchbooks illustrate sought to reconcile the contradictory 

nature of history and modernity in India. By understanding the 

country's vernacular tradition, Le Corbusier was able to imbue it with 

new vitality as he interpreted through design. In the initial proposal 

for a cultural center in Ahmedabad Le Corbusier concerned himself with 

continuing India's past richness through its newer cultural institu¬ 

tions. He proposed a stage, "where the arts could not only interact 

among themselves but could also relate to a broader contextual setting"^. 

For the center's museum a roof garden was planned that would not only 

implement Corb's previous interest in roof gardens but simultaneously 

would evoke the reflecting pools and vegetation of traditional Mogul 

gardens. Le Corbusier drew on social customs such as the caste system, 

and public and private conditions in Indian life to inform his villas 
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and public institutions. Nature's importance in Indian beliefs found 

amplification in Le Corbusier's work. The Sarabhai house is Indian 

by virtue of its respect for nature. This "naturalness" not only 

responds to the region's climate but with its roof garden, low profile 

and channeled spaces^ reflects a respect for the central beliefs of 

Jainism. Details such as the handmade quality of the Assembly Build¬ 

ing's beton brut and Le Corbusier's study of Indian miniatures all 

belie the architect's desire to incorporate the richness of the Indian 

cultural tradition in modern work. 

Such awareness of tradition might easily be sacrificed in a native 

effort to propel indigenous architecture into the ranks of perceived 

"universal civilization". Equally crippling to indigenous architectural 

expression would be the impulse to rely solely on the vernacular in 

an effort to address the future by emulating stagnant forms — isolated 

from their time and context of origin. Le Corbusier's contribution 

to the architecture of India should be regarded as a resounding endorse¬ 

ment of a foreign architect’s ability to interpret and enhance a 

culture's built expression. Whether or not one considers Chandigarh 

a success in urban terms, Le Corbusier nevertheless provided India with 

an undeniably powerful native voice, one which addressed the modern 

world with, and not at the expense of cultural identity. 

In his work at New Delhi Sir Edwin Lutyens recognized the same 

need for a synthesis of indigenous Indian architecture with that of 

a "western style". Initially Lutyens displayed the English ethnocentism 

of his age, confiding that, "personally, I do not believe that there 

is any real Indian architecture or any great tradition. They are just . 

spurts by various mushroom dynasties with as much intellect in them 
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as any art nouveau. In a letter to his colleague Sir Herbert Baker, 

Lutyens summarized Indian indigenous styles. If one were to construct 

a Hindu building Lutyens advised, "Set square stones and build child- 

wise, but before you erect, carve every stone differently and inde¬ 

pendently, with lace patterns and terrifying shapes. On top, over 

trabeated pendentives set an onion”y Mogul work could be constructed 

in the same derisive fashion, ”Build a vasty mass of rough concrete, 

elephantwise on a very simple rectangular-cum-octagon plan, dome in 

anyhow cutting off square. Overlay with a veneer of stone patterns 

like laying a vertical tile floor... Inlay jewels and cornelians if 

you can afford it and rob someone if you canft. Then on the top of 

the mass put three turnips and overlay with stone as before. Be very 

careful not to bond anything in and don’t care a damn if it does all 

come to pieces"^. 

Despite this flippant attitude Lutyens as a foreign architect had 

concerns similar to those which later preoccupied Le Corbusier at 

Chandigarh. "To express modern India in stone, to represent her amazing 

sense of the supernatural, with its compliment of profound fatalism 

and enduring patience is no easy task... this cannot be done by the 

almost sterile stability of the English classical style; nor can it 

be done by capturing Indian details and inserting their features, like 

hanging pictures on a wall!" Lutyens indicated the need for aesthetic 

integrity, "In giving India some new sense of architectural construc¬ 

tion 3 adapted to her crafts, lies the great chance of creating what 

may become a new and inspiring period in the history of her art"-*. 

The political motivation behind New Delhi makes it clear that the 

appropriation of native forms in a ’new1 architecture can be manipulated 
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for differing political ends. Lutyens designed with English aims in 

mind. Englandfs policy of colonization and gesture of governmental 

benevolence stood to gain from Lutyens1, efforts. New Delhi was con¬ 

ceived as a supreme ideological statement — one which ultimately 

served the dominant colonists rather than the natives. By combining 

the rigour of English classicism with forms derived from Indian culture 

Lutyens revealed the desire England had to reconcile contradictory 

policies of colonial exploitation and indigenous self government. New 

Delhi did not spring from a need to reflect native advances and cultural 

spirit. Instead its architecture represents England*s wish to mollify 

the natives without relinquishing economic and ideological benefits. 

The need for such an elaborate show of imperial might through architec¬ 

ture, underscores the unease which England began to experience in India. 

The Viceroy’s Palace and gardens alone cover as much ground as Louis 

XIV saw fit to engage at Versailles.0 

By moving the Indian capital and establishing an entirely new city 

England sought to reaffirm its presence in India. In terms of New 

Delhi's monumentality, Lutyens' architecture is representative of such 

an effort. Buildings whose organization and disposition are derived 

primarily from the classical, speak of an entirely different ideology 

than that of the natives. Lutyens' fountains and formal collonades 

imply a foreign order which preceeded any integration of native archi¬ 

tecture. Although Lutyens exhibits a high degree of abstraction in 

modifying English classicism and displays sensitivity with regard to 

native elements, the work is still British. The wrought iron gates 

and windowless grandeur of the Viceroy's Palace fail to engage the 

Indian landscape in a fashion rooted in indigenous tradition. The 
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buildings at New Delhi display a formal reluctance to participate in 

and benefit from the essence of Indian culture and land* Instead they 

represent occupation and influence, sprawling yet cooly detached, rely¬ 

ing first on English traditions before accepting those of the natives* 

The introverted even restrained treatment of New Delhi’s governmental 

buildings must also be regarded as an act of near desperation as 

England struggled to assert her control which ultimately ended fifteen 

years later. 

The Indian work of Le Corbusier in many respects is opposed to 

that of Lutyens. With Le Corbusier it is possible to see how architec¬ 

ture may be employed for a different ideological end. At Chandigarh 

the architectural equation differs than that at New Delhi. Natives 

in this instance provide the impetus for the government complex. 

Instead of representing the values of foreign culture in an adopted 

country, the buildings at Chandigarh are the result of an indigenous 

culture’s wish to address the world and celebrate themselves. Le 

Corbusier was able to maintain national integrity, express cultural 

richness and attain considerable monumentality without immediately 

relying on western classical precedents. 

Elements of traditional architecture provide points of departure 

for the rest of Chandigarh’s design as they serve the buildings’ 

functional needs. These elements which include the canopy of the 

High Court and the elaborate system of the brise soleil not only openly 

confront the Indian climate but also double as symbolic expressions 

of India’s ancient values and newly established political institutions. 

The buildings at Chandigarh achieve a level of cultural self-reference 

by a sophisticated combination of locally derived volumes, sculptural 
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forms and iconography. Cosmological issues so central to Indian tradi¬ 

tions are essential in the disposition of Chandigarh's architecture. 

The sculptural forms which project from the oblique cap on the Assembly 

Building's tower recall the esoteric symbolic forms found at the ob¬ 

servatories at Jaipur^ and thus imply the prevalence of a higher order 

of cosmic law. Such a connection endows the project with celestial 

significance; a condition which dramatically enhances the position of 

Chandigarh in the eyes of its devout citizens. The political/divine 

symbolism of Chandigarh is an essential element in the architecture 

of the capital. Indian government is served by the-'open' architectural 

language of the complex and by its symbolic elements. The project is 

intended as a deeply ceremonial cultural fixture, a place’ of celebration 

and the home of indigenous self government. 

Le Corbusier in this monumental example is able to provide India 

with an architectural voice for her aspirations by understanding the 

cultural role of indigenous architecture. The architect has employed 

its cultural significance in a project which ultimately is so Indian. 

For his part Le Corbusier unlike Lutyens enthusiastically endorsed 

indigenous Indian architecture. "We are making great things," Corb 

stated, "things with hand labor, without machines... Architecture 

abounds (in India), it flows as music flows in Bach"®. The Indian 

officials were no less enthusiastic with regard to what resulted on 

the plain at Chandigarh. Chandigarh's chief engineer P. L. Varma echoed 

this sentiment, "What you (Corb) are giving to India I pray may become 

Q 

a source of new inspiration in our architecture and city planning . 

The application of a modern language to work which is so fund a-1 

mentally indigenous may appear to presuppose any cultural contributions. 

i 
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Indeed such a danger exists as modernist theory is itself a product of 

industrialized society. Kast Tiege in his essay on Le Corbusier’s 

Mondaneum, regards the project as a fallacy, a stillborn abstraction 

intended to celebrate the intellectual societies which comprised the 

League of Nations. Tiege disputes the premise that such an ideological, 

metaphysical exercise could lead to a valid, vibrant expression of 

social aspirations. In initiating the design of a building which would 

be a manifestation of ideological concepts, the architect must be aware 

that he is compromising utilitarian design issues — a mistake which 

in Tiege’s view leads to an imperfect object, a mere composition. By 

dispensing with values such as the need for warmth, comfort and 

stability±n the name of "progress" the project succumbs to the 

servitude of a priori issues primarily those of an ideological and 

metaphysical nature. Tiege is concerned by the danger of over¬ 

abstraction prevalent in modern architecture. A paradox emerges in 

this discussion. Is it possible for a people to maintain cultural 

integrity and yet partake of the scientific, technical and political 

advantages provided by modern civilization? Fear of losing cultural 

identity can result in a reactionary and hollow emulation of the past. 

In architecture this may take the form of historicism and an over 

reliance on the vernacular. While Tiege*s concerns about the pre¬ 

meditated nature of some modernist thought are valid, it is clearly 

impossible to reject modernism’s contributions. Critical regionalism 

allows for a sustaining interaction to take place between the process 

of modernization and a unique culture. Such a balance allows a culture 

to endure and continue, to be enriched by its own traditional heritage. 

Thus by a careful winnowing of modernism and its benefits, a regional 
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or threatened culture may find renewed self expression. 

In most cases architecture which bridges the schism between 

'universal civilization' and a specific indigenous culture does not 

and should not appear as a seamless transition from one architectural 

language to the next. Amongst the peoples of a specific region lie 

vast differences; differences which are imperiled by a dominant culture's 

tendency to render internal distinctions invisible. These differences 

are essential in understanding the unique expression and experience 

of a minority group. In American popular culture attention given to 

such a group may in fact serve to further obliterate or distort funda¬ 

mental characteristics. In the case of the Native American, internal 

differences have been nullified by popular institutions such as the 

media. Film has depicted the "Native American of the Northeast wearing 

the clothing of the Plains Indians, while living in the dwellings of 

Southwestern tribes... The movie men did what thousands of years of 

social evoluation could not do, even what the threat of the encroaching 

white man could not do; Hollywood produced the homogenized Native 

American, devoid of tribal characteristics or regional differences**. 

Such representations are aided by the social, political and economic 

institutions of predominant culture in the U.S. The danger with regard 

to architecture is that stereotypical reflections might be continued 

through built projects. Care must be taken so that a building's system 

of language or signification not serve to misrepresent or eradicate 

cultural distinctions. 

This same cultural homogenization by the processes of technology 

and industry has resulted in the estrangement of the experience of 

traditional art from assimilation and criticism. Walter Benjamin 
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eïaborates on this modern phenomenon in "The Work of Art in the Age 

of Mechanical Reproduction". The loss of a work of artfs "aura" in 

the face of mechanically reproduced cultural products concerns 

Benjamin. The importance of a work’s aura lies in its ability to 

provide a basis for the empathy of the subject when confronted by the 

work of art . Theodor Adorno in response to Benjamin's essay examines 

the effect of avant-garde art on mass culture. The avant-garde allows 

the viewer to perceive the disjunction between individual experience 

and that of an all encompassing social structure and value system. 

Here avant-garde art becomes the "marginalized site" for a confrontation 

between the individual and mass culture^. A potentially rich archi¬ 

tectural approach is suggested by the Adorno/Benjamin position. By 

investigating and taking advantage of the pause provided by the avant- 

garde, it is conceivable that a similar evaluation of mass culture could 

be provoked by architecture. The exploitation of an opportunity pro¬ 

vided by the inclusion of a work can have numerous implications. The 

goal in this case would not- only be to convey the spirit of an indigenous 

culture but to also allow the viewer and participant to experience 

cultural disjunction. Thus the subject would be able to view contemporary 

society critically. For a moment the individual could stand outside of 

society, temporarily distanced by his or her critical response. 

In strictly formal terms I. M. Pei's project for the New Louvre 

provides the juxtaposition of that which is new (hence potentially 

threatening) with the established order. The tension between the new . 

intervention and the Louvre provides the critical detachment from the 

old order which is so essential in re-examining issues on a personal 

and social level. This tension does not occur simply because Pei has 
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placed a glass pyramid in the Louvre courtyard. The clean geometric 

form recalls the great monuments of Paris and the work of visionary 

architects Boullee and Ledoux. The New Louvre can be considered a 

very traditional work. Peifs work however is capable of distancing 

itself from the surrounding context by virtue of its structure and 

glazing. Pei's tensile clear pyramid defies the weight usually asso¬ 

ciated with monumental works. The project is clearly a product of the 

late 20th century and employs the technological finesse of its age. 

The existing buildings of the Louvre are transformed as the viewer 

contrasts them with the new work before entering the pyramid. They 

then undergo further transformation when viewed through Peifs glass 

from the interior. 

The new project prompts a response with each transformation and 

reading it provides. The pyramid exemplifies the symbiotic resolution 

of old and new both within the project, in its relationship to the old 

Louvre, and in its relationship to the rest of Paris. The very nature 

of the Louvre appears to have been transformed by this single archi¬ 

tectural contribution. As with the plaza in front of the Pompidou 

Center (a critical response in its own right), the Louvre courtyard 

has become a destination, a gathering point for people rather than 

incidental space to be negotiated prior to entering the museum. 

An issue of considerable significance in this study is the 

importance of critical reaction to the status quo. Roland Barthes 

writes in Critical Essays that criticism is seen as a second language, 

one which floats above the primary language of the work^^. It is 

important to examine deliberate attempts to use architecture as a 

means of political expression, however, the manner in which criticism 

i 
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informs and in many cases amends the way in which a work is perceived 

merits additional consideration. If one is to agree with Barthes, 

then criticism is capable of covering (the text, or in this case the 

project) "as completely as possible by its own language"*-*. Here the 

original work is no longer capable of only maintaining its initial 

meaning. How a primary reading is subverted or altered is of utmost 

importance in examining a building with political and cultural impli¬ 

cations. 

The work of feminist critics provides a chance to investigate criti¬ 

cal thought in a form applicable to architecture. Feminist writers 

represent a way of examining the museum for the American Indian as they 

call attention to the marginal voice within the context of a suppressing 

culture. Feminist critics can be regarded as the voice of a suppressed 

"other". In many ways this condition is analagous to the current status 

of the Native American. Poststructural feminist theory maintains that 

language is the most common factor in the analysis of power, individual 

consciousness and social meaning. Language according to feminist author 

Chris Weedon, is where both actual and possible forms of social organi¬ 

zation as well as their social and political ramifications are defined 

and "contestedIn the context of poststructuralist theory, language 

is no longer capable of being the expression of unique individuality 

rather it "constructs the individual's subjectivity in ways which are 

socially specific"^. in terms of politics poststructuralism maintains 

that subjectivity can generate disunity and conflict; a condition which 

is essential to the process of political change as well as the mainte¬ 

nance ôf the status quo. The ability of a singular event to be inter¬ 

preted differently according to a group's given political leanings is 

i 
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Addressed by poststructuralism. In terms of text, poststructuralist 

theory differs from deconstruction in that it addresses the whole issue 

of a work's social and institutional context as a way of addressing 

"the power relations of everyday life". This critical difference is 

especially important in the case of architecture as social meaning is 

produced within social institutions and activities. Those individuals 

who are engaged and are shaped by these institutions are "agents of 

change, rather than its authors, change which may either serve hegemonic 

interests or challenge existing power relations*-®. How poststructuralism 

is opposed to theories of humanism as well as deconstruction is also 

revealing in terms of architectural criticism and perception. 

Feminist criticism and theory may prove to be vital in later analysis 

of social and political organizations — feminism is about politics and 

changing power relations yet on a more general level, is the manifesta¬ 

tion of a suppressed group — the "other" as I have alluded to. In 

this regard, feminism provides not only a critical point of view with 

which to examine architecture but also is representative of a group 

which itself is in a crisis of being neither "of" nor "apart" from 

society. Terry Eagleton addresses this schizophrenic condition in his 

book Literary Theory and notes that while the "feminine" is a construct 

of the extant symbolic order, she is simultaneously "relegated to its 

margins, judged inferior..." Eagleton elaborates, "women are represented 

within male governed society, fixed by sign, image, meaning, yet because 

they are also the "negative" of that sociaJL order there is always in 

them something which is left over... on this view the feminine... 

signifies a force within society which opposes it. And this has obvious 

political implications in the form of the womens movement"*-9. 
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Parallels may be drawn between feminist criticism and the need 

for an "undigestible" part of society — in this case the Vietnam 

Veterans, to have a voice* Many of the issues raised in post-structural 

theory may be translated directly into the circumstances surrounding 

the Vietnam Veterans Memorial and are reflected in the design itself. 

The veterans upon their return to the Ü.S. found that they too were 

in the unique position of being neither "of”, nor '’apart11 from their 

countrymen. Anti-war sentiment was high and soldiers who believed that 

they had served their country found that their country would rather 

forget the disaster that was the Vietnam War. As a result the veterans 

for the most part, had to stifle their need to bear witness to the 

tragedy which they'd survived. The design of the Vietnam Veterans 

Memorial may be analyzed in post-structural terms. The design itself 

may be regarded as the singular event which by virtue of its dramatic 

muteness allows for a myriad of interpretations depending on the 

viewer's own politics and background. One who encounters the "wall" 

cannot be completely immune, to a response and as a result could poten¬ 

tially serve as an "agent of change" having experienced the monument. 

The power of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial demonstrates how the voice 

of a "suppressed" group, the Vets, can act as a force within society 

and in this case help society come to terms with a nationàl tragedy. 

The siting, presence and context of the Veterans project in 

Washington, D.C. serves on many levels. The work's severe abstraction 

honors veterans with more poignancy than would a conventional monument. 

It refrains from political statements, recriminations and glorification. 

The impact of the monument lies in its ability to evoke powerful emo¬ 

tions — it is intended to be a psychological memorial, a work which 
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la instrumental in helping America reconcile itself with the tragedy 

of the Vietnam War. Its placement on the Mall next to America's 

"dearest and greatest patriotic memorials.... is about the highest 

honor that this country can bestow"^. 

In formal terms the memorial acts as a counterpoint to the whité 

classicism on the Mall. Its 125° angle engages the Lincoln Memorial 

and the Washington Monument while its black granite surface provides 

a sharp contrast. The Monument's abstract quality lends it a timeless¬ 

ness which befits such a gesture. By refraining from making an overt 

political statement about Vietnam the monument derives the most impact. 

It demands that the viewer experience an introspective momenta it 

provides the crucial distancing required for critical reflection. This 

quality would doubtlessly be lost if the monument were designed to evoke 

a specific reaction. The monument is relevant to all, regardless of 

their personal views about Vietnam due to this restraint. Such a quality 

is advisable and appropriate when considering a work which addresses a 

sensitive political issue. 

With specific regard to the proposal of a museum for the American 

Indian, the very nature and urban fabric of Washington, D.C. provides 

fertile ground for a juxtaposition between the status quo and a critical 

reaction as suggested earlier by Adorno. Charles Pierre 1/Enfant 

recognized the crucial role which the city's public buildings play, 

buildings whose presence and message are amplified throughout the 

country as built manifestations of national attitudes. The significance 

of such public buildings is assisted in large part according to L'Enfant 

by the fact that, "capital cities' nourishment, unlike that of other 

cities (comes) out of its public buildings rather than out of its trade 
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centers,,z. Washington D.C. was conceived in systematic terms and 

strives to convey an outward order. Its plan, linear and static, is 

an heir to the despotic aces and allées of European monarchies. The 

disposition of the Capital*s streets and public facades is rife with 

ideological implications in the service of the patriotic interest 

which motivated them. Even the city*s nodes of monuments and memorials 

serve as patriotic Wessons1* which inspire the "youth of succeeding 

generations to tread in the paths of those sages or heroes whom their 

country thought proper to celebrate"^ . The dialogue between Washington's 

monuments and public institutions speaks of collective ideals rather 

than individual experiences. The city's grandiose scale is curbed only 

when the monuments themselves are in danger of being overshadowed, e.g., 

the 1901 ordinance which limited building heights. The presence of 

the Classical language in Washington belies fundamentally American 

ideals, symbolizing national independence and enlightenment. American 

classicism distances itself not only from the architecture of the land 

or that of the natives, but-also from other forms of the American 

vernacular. The Classical language of Washington and the Mall in 

particular is endowed with uniquely public qualities and evokes emotions 

once reserved for religious institutions which the monuments, it is 

said, now replace. The awe inspired, by the Lincoln Memorial for 

example stems directly from Henry Bacon's mastery of classicism's 

ancient and inherent duality. On the exterior the Monument is all 

light, dazzling in its order and self possession. Lincoln's presence 

on the interior is the inverse of this condition, brooding and other¬ 

worldly^. The perceptible mysticism of Washington's classical monu¬ 

ments is what ultimately sets them apart from other forms of American 
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architecture. The monuments have come to embody shared national 

experiences and hence have attained additional cultural significance 

with an intensity perhaps originally unanticipated. 

As America forges its history these works will continue to be 

etched into American public consciousness with passing generations. 

Classicism’s * sanctity1 is enhanced by the aura of past events now 

inextricably linked with its forms. Vincent Scully has elaborated on 

classicism’s persistent historical referencing, "... the emotions 

aroused by classical forms are historically stabilized by the litera¬ 

ture which has gathered around them over centuries. That literature 

too is public as well as religious. It suggests the basic meaning of 

public acts. So in this classic setting the Kennedy funerals can 

hardly help but be seen as those of the Aracchi, the Tribunes of the 

people, slaughtered after which more conservative forces progressively 

took command. Later when Martin Luther King cried ’Free at last!’ 

before Lincoln’s temple, the words echoed with splendors and ironies 

they could not have possessed in any other setting. In the massive 

demonstrations against Vietnam, a half-million people formed a base 

for the Washington Monument so that it leaped out of a sea of humanity 

toward the sun... All of this is mythic enough as Washington is 

mythic, and feeds the incorrigible desire that all historians» share 

to bring the past to life in some newly effective way, so that the 

future and the fatality which we know lies upon human institutions may, 

for the first time in history, finally be set aside"^. 

It is within the context and magnitude of these national symbols 

and their historical associations that the architecture of the Museum 

for the American Indian must begin. The project must be engaged in 
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the prominent setting of Washington in order to provide and partake 

of the political and cultural attitudes constantly being reassessed 

and reaffirmed in the Nation's Capital. The ability of D.C. to evoke 

and represent contradictory attitudes about national ideals is 

especially relevant with regard to the American Indian situation, 

"Since the capital was first established it has aroused in the rest 

of the country feelings of profound ambivalence that are peculiarly 

American feelings of allegiance and distrust, devotion and suspicion, 

contradictions of dependence and rejection that remain unresolved. 

At the bottom, it is American patriotism itself that is paradoxical, 

attempting in the federalistic phrase e pluribus unum to resolve the 

contradictions of the pluralistic culture, to make the many into one"^. 

The dialectic of indigenous tradition and modern innovation is 

neither a new phenomenon, nor it it one which can easily be resolved. 

The emergence of one over the other and vice versa may be traced through 

history and be found to occupy a cyclical role. Often the arguments 

fortify political stances, are linked with specific ideologies or are 

employed in criticism. While ideological concerns are often inseparable 

from one architectural attitude or another, the issues are employed by 

and not a direct result of politics. Instead, technical innovation 

or cultural expression in architecture is a fundamental manifestation ' 

of priorities, beliefs and history of different societies. These 

cultural 'markers' as indicated by architectural expression preclude 

political manipulation. The clash of tensions of indigenous and 

'immigrant' architecture is often a result of cultural insecurity or 

a quest for progress. Politics enters the conflict once a confrontation 

becomes established. There is a need in this country for an equilibrium 
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èëtween these polarized architectural forces. The United States 

especially, with its ’plural constituencies and cultural discontinui¬ 

ties1^ stands to gain the most by such architectural cross referencing. 

The two extremes of American technical ingenuity and indigenous 

cultural wealth should not be regarded as having validity only in 

the isolation of their own vacuums. American architecture of the 

dominant European-American population is itself a rich synthesis of 

cultural form and tradition. This cross cultural integration must 

extend to include the contributions of groups that "because of race, 

ethnic make up, class, or gender have remained at the margins of 

resear ch"^. 
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MUSEUM GOALS 
I 

Net Sq. Ft, 

25.350 

33. 

1. Visitor Service Facilities 

2. Exhibition Areas 

3. Education Areas . 

4. Exhibition Support Facilities 

5. Collection Storage Areas 

6. Collection Support Facilities 

7. Research. Facilities 

8. Administration Facilities 

9. Building Service Facilities 

TOTAL NET SQUARE FEETt  

TOTAL GROSS SQUARE FEET» (NET XI.3) 

96.500 

15.500 

11,750 

88,000 

12.470 
: 

34,000 

7.010 

26,250 

' '316,830 

411,900 

A, Visitor Service Facilities • Net Sq, Ft. 

1. Porte- cochere (1,000) 

2. Lobby/Orientation Area 
. 4, pQO 

3. Ticketing/lnformation Area 
t t 

150 

4, Coat Check Room 350 

5. Locker Area 15° 

6. Catering Kitchen 500 

7. Outdoor reception.and Special Function Area (8,000) 

8. Membership Lounge 400 

* Outdoor Area; not included in building enclosed area, 
**; Partially covered outdoor area; not included in building enclosed area. 



'1.9 Gallery Shop Facilities 3,850 
.1 Sales Area (2,500 sq.ft.) 
.2 Inventory Storage ((1,000 sq.ft.) 
.3 Office for Gallery Shop Supervisor (150 sq.ft.) 
.4 Packing/Mailing Area (200 sq.ft.) 

1.10 Children's Shop Facilities 1,350 
.1 Sales Area (900 sq.ft.) 
.2 Inventory Storage (300 sq.ft.) 
.3 Office for Children's Shop Supervisor (150 sq.ft.) 

1.11. Public Dining Room Facilities 5,700 
.1 Dining Area (250 @ 15 sq.ft./person or 

3,750 sq.ft.) 
.2 Food Preparation and Storage Area (1,950 sq.ft.) 

1.-12 Public Cafeteria Facilities 3,400 
.1 Cafeteria Seating Area (200 0 12 sq.ft./person, 

or 2,400 sq.ft;) 
.2 Cafeteria Food Serving Area (300 sq.ft.) 
.3 Cafeteria Food Preparation and Storage Area 

(700 sq.ft.) 
-.1*13 Office for Food Service Manager 150 
1.14 Lockers for Food Service Staff 250 
1.15 Restrooms for Food Service Staff 150 
1.16 . School Group Orientation 1,000 
1.17 Coat Storage for School Groups 400 
1.18 School Groups Eating Area 1,000 
1.19 School Groups Restrooms 400 
1.20 Public Restrooms 2,000 

•1.21 First Aid Room 150 

■ SUBTOTAL NET SQUARE FEET  23,350 

Exhib.ition Areas Net Sq. Ft. 

2.1 Exhibition Galleries Orientation Atrium . 4,000 
2.2 Orientation Areas 2,500 
, . .1 North American Ethnology Exhibition 

• Galleries (1,000 sq.ft.) 
.2 North American Archaeology Exhibition 
. Galleries (500 sq.ft.) 

.3 Central American Ethnology and Archaeology 
Exhibition Galleries (500 sq.ft.) 

.4 South American Ethnology and Archaeoloey 
Exhibition Galleries (500 sq.ft.) 

2.3 Long Term Exhibition Galleries 75,000 
.1 North American Ethnology Exhibits 

(30,000 sq.ft.) 
.2 North American Archaeology Exhibits 

(15,000 Sq.ft.) 



.3 Central American Ethnology and Archaeology 
Exhibits (15,000 sq.ft.) 

.4 South American Ethnology and Archaeology 
Exhibits (15,000 sq.ft.) 

2.4 Temporary Exhibition Galleries 15,000 
2.5 Outdoor Exhibition Areas — 

SUBTOTAL NET SQUARE FEET ’ 96,500 

Education Areas Net Sq. Ft. 

3.1 Auditorium 
.1 Foyer/Ticketing Area and Coat Room 

(500 sq.ft.) 
.2 Seating Area for 350 0 10 Sq.ft./Person 

(3,600 sq.ft.) 
.3 Stage and Wings (2,000 sq.ft.) 
.4 Projection Booth (250 sq.ft.) 
.5 Video Coverage Booth (150 sq.ft.) 
.6 Dressing Rooms (400 sq.ft.) 
.7 Men's and Women's Restrooms and Showers 

(300 sq.ft.) 
.8 General Storage Area (600 sq.ft.) 

3.2 Indian Information Center 
.1 Reading and Reference Area (350 sq.ft.) 
.2 Work and Storage Area for Resource Materials 
.3 Conference Room (200 sq.ft.) 
.4 Office for Manager of Indian Information 

Center (200 sq.ft.) 
.5 Office for Assistant Manager of Indian 

Information Center (150 sq.ft.) 
3.3 Multi-Purpose Room (Divisible) ' 
3.4 Classroom/Workshops (2 @ 600 sq.ft, each) 
3.5 Reception Area 
3.6 Office for Senior Museum Educator ■' 
3.7 Office for Public Education Program Development j 

^ Staff, 
3*8 Office for School Education Program Development ' 

Staff 
3.9 Office for Group and Space Scheduling Assistant 
3.10 Work Stations for Educators (8 @ 75 sq.ft, efcch) 
3.11 Intern Work Area 
3.12 Docent Lounge 
3.13 Education Supplies and Prop Storage Area 
3.14 Office for Editor 
3.15 Office for Assistant Editor 
3.16 Office for Editorial Assistant 
'3;17 Conference Room . 
3.18 Photocopy and Word Processing Printers Room 
3.19 Staff Restrooms 

7,800 

1,100 

1,500 
1,200 

300 
— 200 

300 

' 150 

600 

250 
300 
600 
200 
150 
150 
200 
200 
150 

SUBTOTAL NET SQ. FT. 15,500 
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Exhibition Support Facilities Net Sq.Ft. 

4.1 Office for Curator of Exhibits 200 
4.2 Exhibit Design Area 600 
4.3 Graphic Design Area 200 
-4.4 Office for Exhibits Coordinator 150 
4.5 . Carpentry Shop and Materials Storage 2,000 

.1 Carpentry Area (1,100 sq.ft.) 

.2 Office and Reference Area (100 sq.ft.) 

.3 Lumber/Building Materials Storage Area 
(400 sq.ft.) 

.4 Temporary Holding Area for Traveling 
Exhibition Crates (400 sq.ft.) 

4.6' Bracket Room 200 
4.7 Plexiglass Workshop 350 
4.8s Painting Facilities 650 

.1 Painting Area and Spray Booth (350 sq.ft.) 

.2 Paint Drying Area (200 sq.ft.) 

.3 Paint Storage Area (100 sq.ft.) 
4.9 Graphic Production Facilities 1,100 

—.1 General Work Area (300 sq.ft.) 
.2 Computer Typesetting Room 

(100 sq.ft.) 
.-3 Darkroom (200 sq.ft.) 
.4 Silkscreening Work Area (500 sq.ft.) 

4.10 Audio-Visual Shop 400 
4.11 Exhibit Staging/Assembly Area . 2,500 
4.12 Artifact Temporary Storage Area '1,100 
4V13 Exhibit Prop Storage Area : 1,800 
4.14 Reception Area 150 
4.15 Conference Room 200 
4.16 Staff Restrooms 150 

SUBTOTAL NET SQ.FT. 11,750 

5 Collection Storage Areas Net Sq.Ft. 
t * t 

’5.1 Northwest Ethnographic Collection Storage Area 5,500- 
5.2 Southwest Ethnographic Collection Storage Area 5,000 
5.3 Plains Ethnographic Collection Storage Area 7,500' 
5.4 Northeast Woodlands Ethnographic Collection 5,000 

Storage Area 
5.5 Arctic Ethnographic Collection Storage Area - 7,000 
5.6 North American Basketry Collection Storage Area 8,000' 
5.7 Mexico and Central American Ethnographic 4,500 

Collection Storage Area 
5.8 South American Ethnographic Collection Storage Area 5,500 ' 
5.9 Ethnographic Pottery Collection Storage Area 4,500" 
5.10 Archaeological Collection Storage Area 22,000 
5.11 Archaeological Textiles Collection Storage Area 1,000 



5.12 Works on Paper Collection Storage Area 
5.13 Framed Paintings Collection Storage Area 
5.14 Vault Storage (Gold and Silver Jewelry, Wampam, 

Arachaeological Jade, Turquoise, Metal, etc.) 
5.15 Large Object Storage (Canoes, Kayaks, Totem Poles, 

large Carved Figures, Tent Poles, Large Carved 
Boxes and Musical Instruments, Paddles, Architec¬ 
tural Fragments, etc.) 

5.16 Cold Storage (Furs, Feathers, etc.) 

1,000 
1,500 

• 500 

8,000 

1,500 

SUBTOTAL NET SQ.FT. 88,000 

Collection Support Facilities Net Sq.Ft, 

6.1 Registration Areas 5,650 
-.1 Office for registrar (150 sq.ft.) 
-.2 Office for Computer Specialist-(150 sq.ft.) 

.3 Computer Room.(250 sq.ft.) 

.4 Computer Supplies Storage (100 sq.ft.) 
.'.5 Temporary Holding Area for Loaned Collection 

Objects (500 sq.ft.) 
.6 Registration Work Area (2,000 sq.ft.) 
.7 Registration Staff-Office (500 sq.ft.) 

:.8 Crating, Uncrating, and Inspection Area 
(2,000 sq.ft.) 

6.2 Office for Collection Manager 150 
6.3 Photography Facilities 2,520 

.1 Photography Studio (1,500 sq.ft.) 

.2 Darkroom, Black and White (200 sq.ft.) 

.3 Darkroom, Color.(200 sq.ft.) 
,4 Film Processing Room (70'sq.ft.) 
.5 Print Finishing Room (100 sq.ft.) 
.6 Negative and Print Files Room (100 sq.ft.) 
.7* Secure Equipment Storage Room (150 sq.ft.) 
.8 Office for Staff Photographers and Assistant 

(200 sq.ft.) 
6.4 Conservation Facilities 2,500 
; ’ - H. .Conservation Laboratory (1,200 sq.ft.) 

.2 Textile Cleaning/Drying Area (250 sq.ft.) 

.3 Humidification Chamber (75 sq.ft.) 
'.4 Microscopy Area (150 sq.ft.) 
.5 Secure Storage Area for Objects Undergoing 

Conservation (200 sq.ft.) 
.6 Flammable Chemicals Storage (50 sq.ft.) 
.7 Conservation Reference Library (150 sq.ft.) 
.8 Conservators' Work Stations (5 Ô 85 sq.ft, each, 

or 425 sq.ft.) 
6.5 Conference Room for Collection Support Staff 200 
6.6 Archaeology Specimen Preparation Area 1,000 
6.7 Holding Area for Objects Awaiting Fumigation 150 
6.8 Fumigation Chamber Aera 150 
6.9 Holding Area for Objects after Fumigation 150 

SUBTOTAL NET SQ.FT. 12,470 
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Research Facilities Net Sq. Ft 

7.1 Curatorial Offices (3 0 300 sq.ft, each) 900 
7.2 Associate Curators' Offices (3 0 250 sq.ft, each) . 750 
7.3 Assistant Curators' Offices (6 0.200 sq.ft, each) 1,200 
7.4 Curatorial Assistants' Offices 

(12 0 150 sq.ft, each) 
Curatorial Assistants' Offices (6 0 150 sq.ft, each) 

1,800 

7.5 900 
7.6 Curatorial Collection Storage Area Work Stations 

(One in each Collection Storage Room) 
 * 

7.7 Secured Visiting Research Area 1,400 
7.8 Reception Area 525 
7.9 Photocopy Machine and Word Processing Printers Area 200 
7.10 Conference Room 200 
7.11 Staff Restrooms 250 
7.12 Research Library 18,415 

.1 Office for Head Librarian (200 sq.ft.) 

.2 Office for Reference Librarian (150 sq.ft.)' 

.3 Reception Area (150 sq.ft.) 

.4 Office for Serials Librarian and Serials 
Clerk (175 sq.ft.) 

.5 Pages' Work Stations (2 & 70 sq.ft, each, or 
140 sq.ft.) 

.6 Processing Area (650 sq.ft.) 

.7 Cataloguing Area (400 sq.ft.) 

.8 Conservation and Special Projects (300 sq.ft.) 

.9 Service Center (150 sq.ft.) 

.10 Periodical Room (200 sq.ft.) 

.11 Reading Room (1,300 sq.ft.) 

.12 Microfilm Reader Room (200 sq.ft.) 

.13 Rare Book Reading Room (200 sq.ft.) 

.14 Visitor Research’Typing Room (100 sq.ft.) 

.15 Secured Visitor Research Rooms (4 0 100 sq.ft. 
each, or 400 sq.ft.) 

.16 Stacks (13,000 sq.ft.) 

.17 Rare Book Storage (200 sq.ft.) 

.18 Microfilming Camera Room (200 sq.ft.) 

.19 Volunteer Work Area (200 sq.ft.) 
, • .20 Staff Restroom (100 sq.ft.) . 
; 7.13 Photography Archives 1,770 

.1 Office for Curator of Photography (150 sq.ft.) 

.2 Office for Assistant Curator of Photography 
(120 sq.ft.) 

.3 Research Area (200 sq.ft.) 

.4 Photography Archives Storage Area (1,000 sq.ft.) 

.5 Photography Archives Processing Area (150 sq.ft.) 

.6 Work Area for Photography Order Clerk (150 sq.ft.) 
7.14 Film and Video Center 2,590 

.1 Office for Curator of Film and Video (150 sq.ft.) 

.2 Office for Assistant Curator (Collections 
and Archives) (120 sq.ft.) 

♦Area included within individual Collection Rooms (Section 5) 
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.3 Office for Assistant Curator (Programming and 
Information Services) (150 sq.ft.) N 

.4 Office for Assistant Curator (Production) 
(120 sq.ft.) 

.5 Work Area for (2) Film and Video Center Assistants 
(200 sq.ft.) 

.6 Reading Room (250 sq.ft.) 

.7 Film Study Rooms (2 0 100 sq.ft, each, or 
200 sq.ft.) 

.8 Sound Room (100 sq.ft.) 

.9 Film/Video/Slides Editing Work Area (650 sq.ft.) 

.10 Slide Preparation Area (250 sq.ft.) 

.11 Collection Storage Area (400 sq.ft.) 
7.15 Cold Storage Vault (Shared) 750 
7.16 Museum Archives 2,050 

.1 Office for Museum Archivist (150 sq.ft.) 

.2 Office for Assistant Archivist (100 sq.ft.) 

.3 Office for Processor (100 sq.ft.) 

.4 Research Area (350 sq.ft.) 

.5 Processing Area (250 sq.ft.) 

.6 Reception Area (100 sq.ft.) 

.7 Stacks (1,000 sq.ft.) 
7.17 Intern/Volunteer Lounge 300 

SUBTOTAL NET SQ.FT.: •    34,000 

8. Administration Facilities Net Sq.Ft. 

8.1 Director's Suite 525 
.1 Office (250 sq.ft.) 
.2 Work Room (200 sq.ft.) 
.3 Bathroom (75 sq.ft.) ^ 

8.2 Reception Area f 200 
8.3 Office for Executive Secretary 150 
8.4 Office for Assistant Director 200 
8.5 Office for Operations Manager. 150 

• 8.6 Office for Retail Manager 150 
'8.7 • Office for Accounting/Personnel Manager 175 
8.8 Office for Development/Public Affairs Officer 200 
8.9 Office for (2) Assistant Deve.lopment/Public Affairs 200 

Officers 
8.10 Office for Purchasing Agent 150 
8.11 Electronic Data Processing Office 200 
8.12 Office for Public Sales Assistant 150 
8.13 Office for Public Relations Specialist 150 
8.14 Public Affairs Supplies Secure Storage Area 100 
8.15 Membership Office 200 
8.16 Volunteer Office 150 
8.17 Travel Office 150 
8.18 Office for Personnel Clerk 150 • 
8.19 Office for Bookkeeper 150 

/ 
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8.20 Office for Accounting Clerks 200 
8.21 Switchboard Work Area 70 
8.22 Clerical Work Area 600 
8.23 Office Supply Storage Area 120 
8.24 Mail Service Center 120 
8.25 Photocopy Room 100 
-f.26 Word Processing Printers (Several Locations) 300 
V..27 Conference/Board Room 750 
3.28 Kitchenette 100 
3.29 Computer Room 250 
8.30 Staff Lounge/Kitchen 700 
8.31. Staff Restrooms 200 

SUBTOTAL NET SQ.FT.: 7,010 

9. Building Service and Security Facilities Net Sq.Ft. 

9.1 Office for Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds 150 
9.2 Office for General Foreman 150 
9.3 Building Services Workshop and Building Materials 900 

Storage 
9.4 Electrical Shop and Storage 300 
9.5 Building Services Paint Storage Area 100 
9.6 Building Services General Storage Area 500 
9.7 General Custodial Storage (Several Locations) 900 
9.8 Outdoor.Maintenance Equipment and Supplies Storage 500 
9.9 Custodial Locker Area (Men and Women's) • 400 
9.10 Office for Chief of Security 150 
9.11 Security Console Room ‘ 200 

' 9.12 Security Guards Locker Areas (Men and Women's) 400 
9.13 Lounge/Toilets/Showers for Maintenance/Custodial/ 800 

Security Staff (Men and Women's) 
.1 Lounge (300 sq.ft.) 
.2 Toilets and Showers*(500 sq.ft.) 

9.14 Conference Room 200 
9.15 Receiving Area 1,000 

-9.16 Crate Storage Area 900 
9.17’ Work Area for Shipping/Receiving-Clerk 100 
9.18 Security Guard Station 100 
9.19 Outer Loading Area 2,000 
9.20 Outdoor Service Area * (12,000)* 
9.21 Mechanical/Electrical Rooms 16,500 

SUBTOTAL NET SQ.FT.: 26,250 

★Outdoor area; not included in building enclosed area. 

r 



Le Corbusier and Lutyens in India 



a. Lutyens. Viceroy's House New Delhi. Pergola 

b. Lutyens. Viceroy's House looking into garden 

c. Lutyens. Viceroy's House, shelter for Horse Guard 



! 



Sir Edwin Lutyens.New Delhi, 1912-29» Aerial view of Raisina Hill 

Lutyens, Viceroy's House, New Delhi. Dome. 
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°ir SdHln Lutens, Viceroy’s House, New Delhi,1912-28 
Entrance Portico. 



House in Punjabi village, near Chandigarh. 

Delhi, The Red Fort, Diwan-i- Am (Hall of Public Audiences), 1639-48 



The Red Fort, Delhi, 1639-^-8. Royal Apartments 

. v 
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Le Corbusier, Chandigarh, 1951» Sketches of cattle and 
vernacular building forms, and section 
through the Secretariat. 



Construction .'lethods and Typologies in Native American 

Architecture 



THE PLAINS 
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Foundation plan. Yakima 



40 below Southwest wind 

Handling of smoke flaps 

Elevation. Hunkayapi 



Z3Z. 

Rawhide,buck skin, 
or canva s sewn 
on sapling frame 

Entrance covers 

Tipi construction. Blackfoot 



orthern Athabascan and Plateau 
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a. Kwakiutl villag on Salmon River, Vancouver Island 

b. Painted house fronts Thunderbird carrying off a whale. Kwakiutl 

c. Method of joining boards by sewing. Kwakiutl 

d. Method of raising house column. Kwakiutl 

- •• «• Il H •» •« 
v • 

f. Haida village of Tanu. Queen Charlotte Islands 

g. Interior of house showing two terraces with fire below and sleeping 
compartments above. House of Chief Weir at Masset, a Haida Village. 

h. House with a "modemized"facade. Haida 

i. Skidegate Village. Queen Charlotte Islands. Haida 

j. Salmon drying. Chilkat River, Alaska. 

k. Memorial columns, Anthony Island. Haida 

l. Model of a shaman's grave box. Haida 

m. Grave box support carved to represent a beaver waering a headdress 

n. House at Klukwan village. Tlingit 

o. Fishing village at Kisgagas , British Columbia. 

p. Front and back of a Haida box* Moon as a bird (above) and mountain goat 

(below) 
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WOODLAND INDIANS 



Plan of the Etowah group of earthworks. Cyrus Thomas 1885 
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Plan of the Mound City site and vicinity. Prepared in 1848 



View of the Mound City site, Chillicothe, Ohio 
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Mortuary of Powhatan, 1585*1587 

ScrpaUp'uju* 

Mortuary ceremony fox Tatooed Serpent, 1758 



PUEBLO 



Oraibi Pueblo (Hopi), Arizona, 1879 

Zia Pueblo 
Photographs by Smithsonian Institution 

Pueblo Indians still practice their rraditional 

religious ceremonies in kivas and other special 
rooms that have changed little since prehistoric 

times. In this 1888 photograph, a curing society of 
Zia Pueblo, New Mexico, is treating a sick boy 







Teotihuacan— Temple of the Sun 



The Anasazi 
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Balcony House. Retaining wall and kivas 



Spruce Tree House. Kiva detail and fifth court detail 



Keet Seel. Masonry 



Keet Seel. Jacal 
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Balcony House. Detail 



Spruce Tree House. Third Court. Keyhole doorways and balcony 
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Aztec National Monument, New Mexico. Kivas in main block 



Figure 8.6 The density of public architecture in Chaco Canyon can be compared to that of Washington. 
DC. (compare Figure 8.4). The shaded areas represent residential areas. 1, White House; 2. Lincoln 
Memorial; 3, Washington Monument; 4, L'.S. Capitol; 5, Jefferson Memorial. 

Figure 8.4 Major Bonitn sites in Chaco Culture Historical Park. The shaded area shows dense concentra¬ 
tions of Hosta Butte sites. 1, Penasco Blanco; 2, Casa Chiquita; 3, New Alto; 4, Pueblo Alto; 3, Hun Kletso; 6, 

•8U 
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Pueblo Bonito from above showing Great Kivas in plaza 



Pueblo Bonito. Five storied wall. Exterior face 



Pueblo Bonito. Interior doorway 



Pueblo Bonito. Wall and beam ends 
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Pueblo Bonito. Rooms en Suite 



Pueblo Bonito. Wall mosaics 



PRE-COLUMBIAN ARCHITECTURE 



Tiahuanaco: View of the small sunken temple from the Akapana. 

i 
I Chutixtiox: Ceremonial center 
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Monte -Alban- plan of the Plaza 
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PLANO DE LA ZONA 
ARQUEOLOGICA DE TULA. HGO. 

O 20 40 SO %0 DO UTS 

Plan of Tula. 
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Cuzco: Plan 
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Uxmal, Mexico: Plan 



Chichen Itza: Plan 
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Tikal- plan of ruins 
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Tiahuanaco: Entrance to Kalasasaya as seen from sunken temple 
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Tula: General view from the Central Plaza facing the Great Vestibule at the base 

of the Pyramid of Quetzalcoatl with its Atlantean figures that once supported the 
temple. 
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Plan of Tenochtitlan attributed to Cortez, 1528 
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Gopan: The Acropolis (Maya) 
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3ite Information 
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Capitol Hill 

Washington Monument 185^ The "President's House"-,South portico 



The Capitol in 1900 

•JL 
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The Capitol- West Terrace 
1874-1875- F.L. 01mstead Thos. U. Walter's elevation of 

Capitol dome 



Consturuction photogaph-1862 

Wm. Thornton's Winning Design 

Latrobe's Corncob Capital 

View of the Capitol after Bullfinch's alteration was completed-c. 1830 
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Interstate Commerce Commission - 1935 Arthur Brown 

Dept. Of Labor - 1935 Arthur Brown 

Post Office Department- 193^ Delano/ 
oh 
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Looking Northwest from the Washington Monument— 1980 
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Looking Southeast from the Washington Monument— 1980 
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Looking South from the Washington Monument— 1980 
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The Macmillan Commission's Plan for Washington 

■,62 THE MACMILLAN PLAN 

OR WASHINGTON 

t Capitol 
1 White House 
1 Washington Memorial 
> Jefferson Memorial 

Lincoln Memorial 
Station s"‘ 
Public park 
Potomac River 
Anacostia River 
Airfield 
Georgetown 

he lighter shading represents land reclaimed from 
e Potomac River since the eighteenth century. 
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The Macmillan Commission Flan-detail. 1901-2 

Official Plan of Washington-1792 



Panorama of Washington from Arlington Heights- 1872 
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National Gallery and East Wing 
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The Lincoln Memorial and the Vietnam Veterans Memorial, the western end of the Mall 



The Federal Triangle and The Mall 

1. WILLIAM BLACKSTONE STATUE 
2. ANDREW W. MELLON FOUNTAIN 
3. FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 
4. NATIONAL ARCHIVES 
5. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AND 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
6. FORD’S THEATER— 

THE LINCOLN MUSEUM 
7. PETERSEN HOUSE- 

HOUSE WHERE LINCOLN DIED 
8. INTERNAL REVENUE BUILDING 
9. OLD POST OFFICE BUILDING 

10. COAST GUARD HEADQUARTERS 
11. DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA MUNICIPAL 

BUILDING AND BELL 
12. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
13. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, 

DEPARTMENTAL AUDITORIUM AND 
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION 

14. NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART 
15. NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM 
16. MUSEUM OF HISTORY AND 

TECHNOLOGY 
17. FREER ART GALLERY 
18. ORIGINAL SMITHSONIAN BUILDING 
19. AIR AND SPACE BUILDING 
20. ARTS AND INDUSTRIES BUILDING 
21. MEDICAL MUSEUM 

ARMED FORCES INSTITUTE OF 
PATHOLOGY 

22. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, 
EDUCATION AND WELFARE 

23. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND 
URBAN DEVELOPMENT 

24. NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND 
SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

25. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
AND FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY 

26. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
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THE CAPITOL HILL AREA 

1. THE UNITED STATES CAPITOL 
2. STATUE OF FREEDOM 
3. JOHN MARSHALL STATUE 
4. SUPREME COURT BUILDING 
5. LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 
6. LIBRARY OF CONGRESS ANNEX 
7. FOLGER SHAKESPEARE LIBRARY 
8. CANNON HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING 
9. LONGWORTH HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING 

10. RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING 
11. OLD SENATE OFFICE BUILDING 
12. NEW SENATE OFFICE BUILDING 
13. BOTANIC GARDEN CONSERVATORY 
14. FREDERIC A. BARTHOLDI FOUNTAIN 
15. JAMES A. GARFIELD STATUE 
16. ULYSSES S. GRANT MEMORIAL 
17. PEACE MEMORIAL 
18. ROBERT A. TAFT MEMORIAL 
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Competition proposal for a monument to Abraham Lincoln located on the Soldiers 

Home grounds, viewed from the Capitol, John Russell Pope. 1911. 
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Competition proposal for a monument to Abraham Lincaln located on 
Meridan Hill, viewed fron the White House. -John Russell Pope,1911 
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Topographical Map of the District of Columbia- Andrew Ellicott, 1793 
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CONCLUSION 

After the first jury in the Fall, I decided not to 
accomodate the program fo1- the Museum of the American Indian 
within a single building located on the Mall to the East of 
the National Air and Space Museum. Instead the program was 
split into two distinct parts. The site which I had already 
chosen remained despite some jurors concerns that it 
presented too many problems due to its national prominence, 
proximity to existing monuments and the predominant1 y 
classical context. As these issues were ones which I had 
intended to address with my project., the site remained 
unchanged. Instead, my strategy involved placing a single 
monumental building on the site which would house the 
museum’s curatorial, administrative and storage facilities— 
a very large percentage of the initial program. In addition 
to this monumental building I designed smaller structures 
which were placed on the Mall in locations which either 
directly engaged prominent buildings and monuments or 
gravitated towards their ideologically charged surroundings. 
In some cases, these smaller structures offered a vantage 
point with which one could view the existing monuments. This 
I felt would promote the cultural disjunction of which I had 
written in my thesis. The smaller structures themselves were 
designed to house single artifacts from the museum’s 
collection while simultaneously restore their lost aura. 
On a larger scale these? structures played a critical role as 
they asserted themselves on the Mall by virtue of existing in 
the context of the pre existing monuments and in spite of 
them.They served as points by which the Mall and Washington 
D.C. as a whole could be re-mapped.These structures also 
incorporated elements of indigenous architecture which 
synthesized essentials of construction and type. 

FINAL JURY ~ December 6,1989 

JURORS- Alan Balfour 
William Cannady 
Peter Eisenman 
Paul Kennon 
William Sherman 
Anderson Todd 
Peter Waldman 
Gordon Wittenberg 

The final jury for the most part consisted of Peter 
Eisenman’s reactions to the various aspects of the thesis as 
presented. Although the review was relatively short, several 
issues central to my work were raised and examined. Eisenman 
was very quick to paint out that my interest in a works 
"aura" had also interested him in his own research and had 



subsequently met. with criticism with ’orthodox’ 
deconstructivists. Eisenman cited a 25 page letter wich he 
had received -from Jacques Derrida written in response to the 
new Wegner Center, a work which apparently has a perceptible 
aura. I was cautioned that such exploration would not 
necessarily be met -favorably by some contemporary theorists 
but that, nevertheless, he (Ei senman) , resonated with and 
supported such exploration. Having said that the stepped 
nature of the museum’s storage/admini strative plinth was 
questioned, why was it so classical in nature? I responded 
that the plinth was not intended to be regarded as solely a 
classical gesture, that in fact I was attempting to evoke the 
ninimalism of native prototypes such as the raised terraces 
and steps of Pre Columbian architecture as well as the 
elevated ground planes of settlements such as Acoma N.M. 
where an entire pueblo has been constructed high atop a 
precipitous mesa. My intention was to raise the artifacts’ 
repositories (8 representing and containing works of the 8 
Indian Nations)up off of the common ground — the Mall— and 
to work with the disjunction caused by the monumental 
"stairs"leading up to what are submerged vaults. In terms of 
the building’s immediate context, I was working to attain 
abalance which was simultaneously referential as well as 
antithetical. 

Peter Eisenman felt that there was no need for such 
articulation of the plinth and pointed to an earlier study 
model which was much simpler in nature. I explained that, the 
marks which I had inscribed in the surface of the plinth had 
meaning with regard to the plinth’s siting and relationship 
to the smaller "nomadic" elements of my project. The marks 
were also based in Native American cosmologies. Eisenman 
responded that the marks could be meaningful or not, but that 
the point was that they were not as important to him as the 
whole essence of "burrowing" which the model suggested. This 
was what the critic felt was dramatic and telling, and that I 
had already done enough to convey this sense. I was told that 
the next step would be to edit and to distill the elements 
that were the essence of the project. Eisenman felt that in 
this regard, the drawings really didn’t show the emphasis 
which I had placed upon the project’s auditorium as a 
celebratory gathering place for the public and the Indian 
Nations’1eaders. Eisenman saw more of a conventional theater 
space rather than anything "extraordinarily indian" about it- 
-if it suggested Gropius’ Total Theater to him then it 
appears that I studied that project a bit too closely. 

Attention then turned to the second half of the 
program, the smaller nomadic structures which served to house 
individual artifacts as well as provide points from which I 
started to re map the.city. Eisenman immediately wanted to 
know what contributing Indian tribes could be readily 
identifiable in the nature of the structures. I explained 
that the structures were informed by study of construction 



methods* and typologies of regions rather than tribes as a 
point of departure and that I had avoided getting too 
literal— an answer which seemed to satisfy the jurors. The 
re mapping idea was met with approval at which point Eisenman 
was asked which of the nomadic structures he"liked best" out 
of the models presented. He picked two,said he 'hated' 
another but that it would have? been "too much to expect for 
them all to be outstanding" I was then cautioned to be 
careful of becoming too enamoured of forms such as those of 
thethe small structures which Eisenman repeatedly referred to 
as "little monkeys" and which he felt had precedents in 
Hedjuk's The Mask of Medusa .and Tschumi's Parc de la 
Villette. The review being the last of the day was kept short 
but most of the important ideas in my research and design 
were addressed. The project was favorably received and 
generated insightful criticis^m. 


